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Owotaƞnaya 

Yutokca pi/po! 

We have been incredibly busy this year. We completed our 

week in Star Base and were invited to the National Air Guard 

Base in Sioux Falls.  It was an amazing trip and everyone had a 

great time.  We were also invited to the Threshing Show in 

Andover.  It was very interesting.  We were able to take a step 

back in time and learn how things were done years ago. 

In Math this year we have 

learned about order of opera-

tions, coordinate planes, and decimal place values. We have also 

reviewed extensively how to multiply and divide by single digits. 

We are writing every day in our journals.  We will learn about the 

6 traits of good writing as we progress throughout the year. We 

started with organization and ideas.  Those traits require a lot of 

practice, and we practice daily.  We also work on grammar and 

conventions every day through our “Write Right” program.  

In ELA we are reading a book that is historical fiction.  It is an interesting way to learn about the 

Great Depression and the Dust Bowl.  We are learning how to support our answers to               

comprehension questions by finding direct evidence in the text. 

Vocabulary is another area of focus.  That extends to all areas of 

curriculum and encompasses a lot of words. 

In Social Studies we have finished a unit of study on geography 

and maps.  We have moved on to Native American cultural       

regions.  

Mrs. Cook’s 5th Grade Class 



 5th Grade Science- What are we learning in Science? It was a good start of the school year for the 5th grade. 

We started our year learning about STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics). They did 

different kinds of fun activities at the beginning of the school year. They also had the STARBASE where they 

experienced fun and cool experiments while they were learning the Science concepts behind it. The 5th grad-

ers really enjoyed the one-week- full of Science learning and activities. They also got the chance to visit the 

STARBASE Camp in Sioux Falls where they were introduced to the different hands-on activities there. We just 

got done with our Unit 1 lesson about Matter and the students learned a lot about the characteristics and prop-

erties of matter. They also got the opportunity to use our newly renovated Science Laboratory where we con-

ducted most of our hands- on activities in class. Now we are just approaching our Unit 2 lesson which is about 

The 5th graders are busy making their longest paper chain 
by using just a piece of blank paper and 2 inches tape.  

6th Grade Science- The 6th Graders were very excited at the start of the school year because this year, we have 
to do our full Science class in the Science Laboratory. Just like the 5th grade, we started learning about STEM. 
Where their critical thinking and creativity was tested most of the time because they have to plan and investigate in 
most of our activities. After learning about the basic process on how to come up with conducting an experiment, 
we moved up to our topic about Energy. Here, they learned the different forms of energy and how they can apply it 
in their real lives. They were able to give examples too on how they can use it in their everyday living. We did dif-
ferent projects too applying the concepts of what they learned about energy. Now we are wrapping up our Unit 
lesson on the concept of energy transformation and we are now ready to jump on the next lesson which is about 

temperature and heat.  

6th graders trying to 

deliver the ball in the 

cup inside the circle.  

Middle School Science 



7th Grade Science- Just like the other Science class in middle school, we started our Science lesson reviewing all 

about STEM. 7th graders had a lot of ideas on how to build and construct the activity challenge we had in our STEM 

lesson. They can create their own plan and come up with a better solution on how to solve the problem on the activ-

ities we had. Still, they enjoy doing STEM activities that boost their confidence and critical mind in solving problems. 

Our lesson in 7th grade talks about Biology, specifically Cell. They learned about the structure of a plant and animal 

cell. They got to experience manipulating the microscope by observing the different sample specimens and they 

really loved it! We also worked on preparing plant cells (onion cell) in the slide and observed them under the micro-

scope. They also learned about the structure and function of the organism by learning the different levels of biologi-

cal organization. We just started our new lesson now which is about the plant bodies as a system.  

7th Graders concentrating in their Lunar Crater Challenge  

8th Grade Science- We started the school year in 8th grade with a field 
trip at the Tribal College. The 8th graders had fun visiting and touring around the community college with the help of 
the people working there. We went around the area, had some learning from one of the college instructors, and got 
the chance to walk in the prairie area and had a great time with their classmates and friends. It was so much fun 
spending time and making connections with them. 
 In our Science class, we also did our STEM Challenge activities but in a more advanced set-up. They build 
different prototypes to test which one will work better and suited to solve their problem. They also learned about 
Earth Science and the first unit we had was about the Earth’s Air Circulation and Water. They made simple models 
and experiments to show the ocean currents and water cycle. We are heading now to our Unit Lesson 2 which is 
about weather and climate.  

The 8th Graders on their trip at the Tribal College. They were looking for some traditional plants in the area.  

Jared, Jesse, and Elijah from 8th Grade were 

having fun doing their lunar crater challenge. 

Middle School Science 



We have our newly renovated Science Laboratory this year. New tables and stools for the students to 

use during our hands-on experiments. The cabinets are also brand new with a glass door for the 

equipment and models to be displayed. The students really loved the new look of our Science Labora-

tory. Having a conducive classroom environment helps the students learn better! 
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6th Grade ELA 

Greetings Families, 

It has been a special start to the school year having a 

new group to teach. I’ve enjoyed getting to know 

your students. This class has a huge strength in partic-

ipation and speaking up for themselves and each oth-

er. We have been reading the book The Lightning 

Thief which is a story of a young troubled boy who 

finds out he is the son of Posedian, who is one of the 

Greek Gods. Him, Annabeth (daughter of Athena) 

and his protector Grover travel west to Las Angeles in 

hopes to retrieve Zeus' master bolt which was stolen 

over the winter solstice in order to prevent a war. 

Along the way the three young heros face many chal-

lenges but remain faithful to their mission. However 

there is a deadline to be met. The master bolt must be 

returned by the summer solstice. Will the young he-

roes make it in time? Find out what happens by ask-

ing your student! 



8th Grade ELA 

Greetings families, 

It has been energetic start to the year. I’ve en-

joyed having your students for a second year. 

This class has been highly invested in the current 

book we are reading, The Hate U Give. This 

book is the story of a young unarmed black man 

who was killed by a police officer after being 

pulled over for not using a turn signal. Students 

have worked hard with comprehending this very 

complex book and topic. One way students have 

one is by learning to answer complex questions 

and come up with evidence to support their an-

swers from the reading. Throughout the book we 

learn about the power of using our voices for 

good. 

7th Grade ELA 

Greetings families, 

It has been a positive start to the school year. It has 

been fun having your students for a second year along 

with welcoming some new faces to the class. This 

class has a huge strength in being responsible. We 

have been reading the book A Long Walk To Water. 

There are two different stories happening throughout 

the story. One is the story of Niya, a young girl in 

southern Sudan in 2008 that makes daily trips to the 

pond to have access to water. The second story is the 

story of Salva. Salva story starts in 1985 when the war 

breaks out in Sudan and he has to run. Salva has no 

choice but to make daily walks to somewhere safe. 

Along the way he is faced with challenges however 

through challenges he eventually finds his way to 

America. In America he is given a chance to go back 

and help others in Sudan. 



6th & 7th Grade: Diana Fish     8th Grade: Darell DeCoteau 

6th Grade: World History 

We are off to a great start in World History. We 

have gone way back to prehistoric times, and have 

been talking about before there was written        

language and history. We have talked about         

archaeology and how archaeologists help us       

discover and date parts of history. We even got to 

try our hand at digging up “artifacts” by carefully 

extracting chocolate chips out of cookies. This 

showed us how archaeologists have to be careful 

because artifacts are often fragile. 6th grade has 

since moved on to Mesopotamia and the rise of  

Sumerian city-states. We have discussed what it 

takes to be considered a civilization.  

Left: Kirwin working 

on excavating the 

chips from his cookie. 

Right: Raina is 

counting how many 

‘artifacts’ she found 

during the project. 

Above: Ian is 

showing off his 

cookie and the 

tool he used. 

7th Grade: Geography 

In 7th grade we break apart the regions of the world 

and explore them in-depth. But before we could 

start with our first region, Canada and the US, we 

needed to spend some time on the five themes of 

geography. During this small unit we learned how to 

read maps, and different ways to define a location. 

The 7th graders have recently started digging into 

Canada and the different provinces there. They will 

soon be starting a project about the cost of living up 

there. The students will choose a city, and figure out 

how much it would cost to live there.   

Right: 7th graders-

LaShay, Daniel, Matti-

son, and Wetu- work-

ing together to prac-

tice their vocab 

words. 

8th  Grade: Dakotah Studies This year we have 

been going outside and discovering Dakota        

Wicohan. We have done plant walks and gathered 

sinpetawote. We are discussing the canhdeska and 

where the student is on the circle. We are            

discussing the role each student has on the circle. 

We are also in the unit of the 7 ceremonies and are 

currently building an inipi and discussing the    

teachings of the inipi. 




